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2 Aluminium Tri Wheel Walker
High quality 3 wheeled walker made from aluminium. Folds for easy
storage and transportation. Powder coated frame. Orthopaedic
handles with hook lock down brakes. Optional basket and tray.
Height adjustable handles. Available in Blue, Burgundy and Silver.
With solid tyres.
PR30274/30-AL Blue
PR30274/30-AL/SL Silver
PR30274/30-AL/BU Burgundy
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1 Tri Wheels
High quality 3 wheeled walker made from strong gauge steel.
Folds for easy storage and transportation. Powder coated frame.
Orthopaedic handles with hook, lock down brakes. Optional
baskets and tray. Height adjustable handles. Available in three
frame colours. Solid tyres.

PR30270/30-C  Chrome
PR30273/30-BL Blue
PR30273/30-BU Burgundy

Max
user
weight 

114
kg

18
st

1

3 Folding 3
Wheel Walker -
with push down
brakes
High quality 3 wheeled
walker. Folds for easy
storage and
transportation.
Orthopaedic round
handles with push
down brakes. Height
adjustable handles.
Solid tyres. Chrome.

Max
user
weight 

114
kg

18
st

3

2

Lowest Handle Height 863mm (34”)

Highest Handle Height 940mm (37”)

Width at Widest Point of Tri wheel 610mm (24”)

Carrying Weight 6.5kg (14lbs)

Lowest Handle Height 736mm (29”)

Highest Handle Height 940mm (37”)

Width at Widest Point of Tri wheel 585mm (23”)

Carrying Weight 4.2kg (9lbs)

Lowest Handle Height 863mm (34”)

Highest Handle Height 940mm (37”)

Width at Widest Point of Tri wheel 630mm (25”)

Carrying Weight 6.5kg (14lbs)

Max
user
weight 

114
kg

18
st

PR30270/40
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1 Aluminium Rollator - Blue
A light weight aluminium rollator that is easily manoeuvrable,
prompting independence inside and outside of the home. Looped
brakes can be locked to give the client additional confidence when
resting in a seated or standing position. Includes a cane holder
attachment. Folds easily for storage and transportation. Height
adjustable handles. Available in a metallic blue frame. Includes free
cane holder.

2 Aluminium Rollator - Burgundy
A lightweight aluminium rollator, that is easily manoeuvrable,
promoting independence inside and outside the home. Hook
brakes. Includes seat with comfortable shaped back rest and
removable basket. Folds easily for storage and transportation.
Colour Metallic Burgundy.

Max
user
weight 

114
kg

18
st

Max
user
weight 

114
kg

18
st

Max
user
weight 

114
kg

18
st

1

2

3 Aluminium Rollator - Champagne
This stylish champagne coloured rollator has a height adjustable
frame that allows the seat to be height adjustable to suit the user.
The handles and frame adjust independently, giving an excellent
range of height options, supplied with four large castors for easy
manoeuvrability and cable brakes giving superior control, especially
when used outdoors. The frame folds easily for transport and
storage.

3

Seat Height 584mm (23")

Handle Height 841-951mm (33"-37 Qw ")

Width Between Handles 458mm (18")

External Width 635mm (25")

Weight 7.6kg (16.7 lbs)

Wheel Size 204mm (8")

Seat Height 584mm (23")

Handle Height 830-940mm (32 Qw "-37")

Width Between Handles 458mm (18")

External Width 635mm (25")

Weight 6.5kg (14 lbs)

Wheel Size 165mm (6 Qw ")

Seat Height 570-620mm (22 Qw "-24 Qw ")

Handle Height 825-965mm (32 Qw "-38")

Width Between Handles 440mm (17 Qw ")

External Width 540mm (21 Qw ")

Weight 6.6kg 6.5kg (14 Qw lbs)

Wheel Size 178mm (7")

PR30283/30-BL
PR30283/30-2  Replacement Basket

PR30383/36-BU

PR30279
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2 Deluxe Rollator
This Deluxe Rollator is constructed with anodised lightweight
aluminium. Its novel folding mechanism along with patented quick
release front wheels ensure that when not in use it can be stored
and transported in the smallest of areas. It has “one touch” locking
loop braking system, and four 8” PU tyres, with the front two as
swivel wheels.
A mesh cloth back rest and seat provide comfort when sitting, and
a removable shopping bag is also included.
Colour: Metallic Blue

Max
user
weight 

136
kg

21.5
st

Max
user
weight 

100
kg

16
st

1

2

1 Lets Go Indoor Rollator
The Lets Go Indoor Rollator is an entirely new and practical walking
aid. It is light, flexible and beautifully designed for indoor use in the
home, hospital or care home.

It is comfortable to use and easy to manoeuvre over carpet and
household thresholds, and it is perfect for getting into narrow
spaces such as toilets and bathrooms.

The hand operated brakes are easy to apply and can be used as
parking brakes. The handle is soft and comfortable and can be
adjusted to suit the height of the user. The brakes are also linked
together so that both brakes can be operated with just one hand.

The Lets Go comes with a useful carry bag and clip on tray, which
is ideal for transporting drinks, plates or any other small light weight
items from room to room.

The Lets Go can be neatly folded away when not in use or for
transporting in a car.

A useful accessory in the hospital environment is the drip holder.
This optional extra is easily attached to the frame and allows the
user to walk with a drip and a walking aid comfortably.

Aluminium finish with stylish beech appearance on the rear legs.

EXCLUSIVE

TO PROMEDICS

Handle Height 790-900mm (25 Qw ”-31”)

Tray Height 680mm (27”)

Length 630mm (25”)

Width 520mm (20 Qw ”)

Width between Wheel at Front 400mm (16”)

Width between Wheel at Back 480mm (19”)

Wheel Diameter 150mm (6”)

Carrying Weight 6kg (13lbs)

Handle Height 790-915mm (26”-31”)

Seat Height 533-538mm (21”-21”)

Length 660-670mm (26”-26”)

Width between Wheel at Front 652-662mm (25 Qw ”-26”)

Wheel Diameter 200mm (8”)

Carrying Weight 7.94kg (17.5 lbs)

PR30285 Let Go Indoor Rollator
PR30285/T Replacement Tray
PR30285/FB Replacement Fabric Bag
PR30285/DB Drip Bag Holder

PR30280
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100
kg

16
st

2 Transport Chair
The transport chair is a one-size lightweight folding chair with
convenient handling features, which can allow an attendant to
quickly manoevre an occupant from one location to another, where
space is limited, without the need for heavy lifting. It has front
castors and rear fixed wheels. The armrests swivel for side transfer

Features:

• Compact folding system. Folds down to the size of a hold all 

• Fits 530 x 270 x 650mm (21 x 10 Qw x 25 Qw ") storage space

• Weight 7.0kg (1 stone)

• Attendant propelled 

• Low maintenance aluminum frame 

• 340mm (13") seat width 

• Occupant weight limit 90kg (14 stone)

• Arm rests fold back for side transfer 

• Available in silver 

Specifications:

• Width: 530mm (21") 

• Length: 825mm (32 Qw ")

• Height: 850mm (33 Qw ")

• Seat width: 340mm (13")

• Seat depth: 220mm (8 Qw ")

• Seat height: 450mm (18")

• Width between armrests: 340mm (13")

• Height of armrest from seat: 220mm (8 Qw ")

• Height of back: 320mm (12 Qw ")

• Height of push handles: 850mm (33 Qw ") 

• Tyres: Solid rubber

• Wheel size Front: 125mm (5")

• Wheel size Rear: 200mm (8")

• Weight of chair: 7.0kg (1 stone)

• Max’ occupant weight: 90.0kg (14 stone)

• Folded Width: 530mm (21")

• Folded Length: 260mm (10")

• Folded Height: 650mm (25 Qw ")

• Cover: Black Nylon 

PR31200

2

Max
user
weight 

90
kg

14
st

14 DAYS
DELIVERY

Seat Height 520mm (20 Qw ”)

Handle Height 915mm (36”)

Overall Width 483mm (19”)

Seat Width 457mm (18”)

Rear Wheels 304mm (12”)

Carrying Weight 14kgs (31lbs)

PR32000
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Code Colour Size

PR30121/I Birds Eye Maple 838-940mm (33-37")

PR30121/J Natural 838-940mm (33-37")

PR30121-F/ICE Blue Ice 838-940mm (33-37")

PR30121-F/ICE/S Blue Ice 737-838mm (29-33")

PR30120-F/FRL Floral 787-889mm (31-35")

PR30120-F/FRL/S Floral 737-838mm (29-33")

PR30120-BK Black 787-889mm (31-35") 

PR30120-BK/S Black 737-838mm (29-33")

PR30120-BZ Bronze 787-889mm (31-35")

PR30121-BK Black 838-940mm (33-37")

PR30121-BZ Bronze 838-940mm (33-37")

PR30120/BF Burgundy Flower 838-940mm (33-37'')

PR30120/BF/S Burgundy Flower 737-838mm (29-33'')

PR30120/BP Blue Petal 838-940mm (33-37'')

PR30120/BP/S Blue Petal 737-838mm (29-33'')

PR30120/T Tartan 838-940mm (33-37'')

PR30120/T/S Tartan 737-838mm (29-33'')

Folding Adjustable Walking Sticks 
These folding adjustable walking sticks with “T” shaped
handle are lightweight and easy to use, they fold away
neatly for easy storage when not in use. All canes have a
maximum user weight of 114 kg (18 stone). Ferrule size for
these canes is 19mm ( Er ”)

Birds Eye Maple

Blue Ice

Floral 

Black

Bronze Burgundy
Flower

Natural

Blue Petal Tartan

All sticks &
canes on this
page

Max
user
weight 

114
kg

18
st
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7 Non-Folding Aluminium Adjustable Cane - Wood
Grain Mahogany
T shape wooden handle. Light and easy to use, height adjusts from
787-991mm (31-39"). Mahogany.
Ferrule size for this canes is 22mm ( Ui ”)

PR30090-E

6 Adjustable Aluminium Cane 
Adjustable aluminium cane with plastic York handle. Height
adjustable from 787-991mm (31-39"). Bronze in colour.
Ferrule size for this canes is 22mm ( Ui ”).

PR30130-BZ

1 Arthritis Grip Cane Adjustable - Black
Arthritis Grip Cane for users that need full palm support.
Especially suitable for Rheumatoid Arthritis sufferers
Adjustable in height 762-991mm (30-39").
Ferrule size for these canes is 19mm ( Er ”).

PR30107-BK Right Handed
PR30108-BK Left Handed

5 Comfort Grip Cane Adjustable - Small Handle -
Black
Comfort Grip Cane for users that need gentle palm support.
Adjustable in height 762-991mm (30-39").
Ferrule size for these canes is 19mm ( Er ”).

PR30107S-BK Right Handed
PR30108S-BK Left Handed

3 Adjustable Quad Cane
Height adjustable quad cane with curved neck, which places the
users weight directly over the shaft for safety. The handle is shaped
to fit the centre of the palm and the front tapers for the fingers.
Steel construction with graphite coloured shaft and black powder
coating finish at the base for durability. Extra grip rubber ferrules on
all four legs. Height adjusts from 750-930mm (29.5-36.5").
Base dimension 230 x 240mm (9 x 9.5").
PR30148/SB

1

5

3

2 Arthritis Grip Cane - Adjustable - Folding - Brown
Arthritis grip cane for users that need full palm support.
Especially suitable for Rheumatoid Arthritis sufferers. Adjustable in
height 838-940mm (33-37”). Cane folds for easy storage.
Ferrule size for these canes is 19mm ( Er ”).

PR30107F-BR Right Handed 
PR30108F-BR Left Handed 

4 Comfort Grip Cane - Adjustable - Folding - Brown
Comfort grip cane for users that need gentle palm support. Adjustable
in height 838-940mm (33-37”). Cane folds for easy storage.
Ferrule size for these canes is 19mm ( Er ”).

PR30107FS-BR Right Handed
PR30108FS-BR Left Handed

2

4

All sticks &
canes on this
page

Max
user
weight 

114
kg

18
st

6

7
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2 Comfort Grip Adjustable Crutches 
Forearm Crutches have an anatomical soft grip designed to support
the palm and spread the pressure, for increasing comfort. Leg and
forearm sections adjust independently for a custom fit. Height to
handle: 660-890mm (26-35") Handle to cuff: 230-310mm (9-12").
Sold in pairs. Finished in Bronze or Blue metallic.
Ferrule size for these canes is 21mm.

PR30081-BZ Bronze
PR30082-BL Blue

2

3 Progress Open Cuff Crutch
These lightweight elbow crutches are both stylish and practical. The
ergonomically designed handles fit comfortably into the hand and
are height adjustable from 720-960mm (28-37"). This crutch also
has a height adjustable elbow support 220-290mm (8 Qw -11") Weighs
520g.
Colour: Dark Grey. Sold in pairs.
Ferrule size for these canes is 19mm ( Er ”).

PR30086

4 Progress Closed Cuff Crutch
These lightweight elbow crutches are both stylish and practical. The
ergonomically designed handles fit comfortably into the hand and
are height adjustable from 720-960mm (28-37"). This crutch also
has a height adjustable elbow support 220-290mm (8 Qw -11") that has
a fully pivoting arm cuff. Weighs 520g. Maximum user weight 150kg.
Colour: Dark Grey. Sold in pairs
Ferrule size for these canes is 19mm ( Er ”).

PR30087

3 4

Max
user
weight 

100
kg

16
st

Max
user
weight 

150
kg

23.5
st

Max
user
weight 

150
kg

23.5
st

1 Wooden Walking Canes 
These wooden walking canes are beautifully crafted from beech,
and finished with a Derby hook shaped handle and rubber ferrule.
They all measure 36” (915mm) in length.
Ferrule size for these canes is 19mm ( Er ”).

PR30089/MARB Marbled black - 36”

PR30089/BLACK Black with tan handle - 36”

PR30089/BAMB Bamboo style - 36”

1

Max
user
weight 

100
kg

16
st

Marbled black

Black with tan handle

Bamboo style
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3 Cane/Crutch Holder
Keeps canes and crutches handy.
A clip-on holder balances the cane and a rubber pad helps keep
the holder from sliding off the table. The Cane/Crutch Holder
securely grips a cane or crutch with a 16 to 25mm ( Ti " to 1")
diameter.

PR30158

3

4 Cane Strap
Cane strap for wood or plastic handled canes

PR30150

4

Max
user
weight 

100
kg

16
st

2 Ferrules 
16mm ( Ti ") - Black. PR30017-BK
19mm ( Er ") - Black. PR30018-BK
19mm ( Er ") - Black. PR30034-BK
16mm ( Ti ") - Black. Large Quad Cane Tip PR30037-BK
27mm (1 !!k") - Black. PR30039-BK
27mm (1 !!k") - Grey. PR30039-GR

2

1
1 Walking Stick Seat – Folding
This useful seat folds flat and clips together to form a walking stick,
offering both walking support and a place to sit and rest when
needed. Manufactured from aluminium, it is lightweight, strong and
corrosion free.
Folded stick height 876mm (34 Qw ")
Seat height 571mm (22 Qw ")

PR30149
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1 Deluxe Folding Walker
Folding and lightweight but robust with aluminium frame and
adjustable height legs. Folds by use of a simple press down button
and becomes only 100mm (4") thick for easy storage or
transportation. Silver framed walkers come with plastic handles for
easy clean, coloured framed walkers have soft foam, comfort
handles. Available in two colours.

Height Adjustment:
Adult Walker 787-965mm (31-38")
Adult Walker 2.4kgs (5.2lbs)

PR30180-BL Blue
PR30180-SL  Silver

2 Rigid Walker Frame
Standard rigid walking frame, lightweight but robust with a moulded
plastic hand grip and grey high friction rubber tips. Height
adjustable from 812-914mm (32-36") with sturdy 25mm (1")
anodised aluminium frame. Moulded plastic hand grip. Also
available with wheels, fixed or swivel. Width front 457mm (18")
Width rear 660mm (26") Depth 546mm (21.5").
Requires assembly.

PR30195

Max
user
weight 

120
kg

19
st

Max
user
weight 

120
kg

19
st

PR30174/1-SL 5" Fixed Wheels (Pair) - Silver
PR30179/1-BK  5" Swivel Wheels 360° (Pair) - Black

PR30176/A 3” Side Fixed Wheels (Pair)
PR30177/1SL 3” Wheel Extension Legs
PR30173/1 3” Glide Wheels

3 Hi Riser Folding Frame 
Lightweight aluminium walker, with black crossbrace. Can also be
used as a toilet safety frame. Width 482mm (19"), height adjusts
from 787-914mm (31-36"). Available in silver.

PR30196-SL
PR30174/1-SL    5”Fixed Wheels (Pair) - Silver
PR30179/1-BK   5” Swivel Wheels 360° (Pair) - Black

Max
user
weight 

120
kg

19
st

3

1

2
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4 3" Glide Wheels
These 3" Glide Wheels can make a difference to a walker. Fit on to
25mm (1") tube walkers without any fuss. Colour silver, sold in
pairs.

Will fit walkers PR30195

PR30173/1 pair                                             

5 3" Wheel extension legs
3" wheel extension legs to fit on to 25mm (1") tubes. Only available
in silver, sold in pairs.

Will fit walkers PR30195

PR30177/1-SL pair

1 2 3 54

2 360 degree Wheels
360 degree 5" swivel walker wheels, suitable for frames with 25mm
(1") tubes. Sold in pairs, colour black.

Will fit walkers PR30180 - BL and -SL and PR30196- SL

PR30179/1-BK pair

1 5" Wheeled Extension Legs
Add 5 inches on to your walker with these fixed, wheeled extension
legs, ideal for those who want to add a little height. Fits onto 25mm
(1") tube walkers, colour silver, sold in pairs.

Will fit walkers PR30180 - BL and -SL and PR30196- SL

PR30174/1-SL pair 

3 3" Side fixed wheels for walkers
3" wheeled extension legs. Side-fixed design, suitable for use on
the PR30195 Rigid walker, with the tube measuring 22mm ( Ui ").
Sold in pairs.

Will fit walkers PR30195

PR30176/A pair

7 Shopping Trolley
No more struggling up kerbs or steps with heavy old-fashioned
shoppers. This new six-wheel shopping trolley has a clever
articulated design that just glides up any step or staircase. It’s
lightweight design (just 2.1Kg) has external pockets for magazines,
brolly etc., and strap for handbag. Folds flat for easy storage.

PR30281

6 Walker Glides
Easy to attach to walkers, fits on rear legs and replaces rubber
ferrules. Glides walker across floor. Made from durable plastic.

PR30218-WH 1"White pair
PR30219-GR 1"Grey pair

6

7
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3 Synthetic Sheepskin Walker Pads
Cushion hard walker handles.
These soft pads attach to handles easily with a simple hook and
loop closure. Machine wash and dry. Sold in pairs.

PR30355

5 Walking Frame
Net Bag
A knotted nylon bag, that
can clip onto any walking
frame for carrying
shopping or personal
belongings.

PR30292

4 Walker Grip Pads
Neoprene foam pads for added comfort on your walker grips.
Comes in two different sizes to fit a variety of walkers. Easily
removed for washing. Attaches with Velcro.

PR30190  Small Grip
PR30191  Large Grip 

3

4

2 The Buckingham Walking Frame Caddy
Developed by healthcare professionals the Buckingham Walking
Frame Caddy enables users of wheeled walking frames to safely
transport a variety of daily living items. In most instances it can
replace the need for a trolley. The caddy enables a patient to carry
most items safely and more independently, without being reliant
upon carers. The Caddy has one large and one small compartment
to allow the user to separate items such as glasses, keys,
medication etc. Supplied with a tray, that is designed to safely
transport a plate of food, and a mug holder, which catches any
spillages. The caddy is easy to fit to most styles of walking frame.
Manufactured from a tough, durable plastic it can be cleaned in a
dishwasher and has drainage holes, for easy drying.
Maximum carrying weight 2kg. Width without tray 434mm (17").
Width with tray 457mm (18"). Depth with tray 310mm (12.25").
Height 200mm (8") Total weight 1kg.

PR30350

1 EasyCaddy
The EasyCaddy consists of a tray and an outer case (bucket),
which allows you to safely carry personal items and meals easily
and with confidence. It is simple to attach to many folding wheeled
walkers. It is light sturdy, easy to clean, and it will not upset the
balance of the walker.

PR30351

1

2

4
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1

3 Basket and Tray for Tri-Walker
Vinyl coated steel basket, which attaches between the handles of
the Tri-Wheel. The tray fits neatly on top. Suitable for all Promedics
Tri-wheels

PR30353 Basket

PR30353/Tray Tray

2 Bag for Rollator
Optional waterproof, spacious vinyl bag for the Rollator, attaches
easily to the frame by straps, Velcro fastening for easy access.

PR30269

2

3

1 Cane & Crutch Holder
Cane & Crutch Holder complete with fixings.

PR30283/CC

5

5 Dycem Non-Slip Floor Mat
This non-slip floor mat is non-stick but grips dry, slippery surfaces
on both sides. It both grips to the floor and at the same time,
prevents the users feet from slipping when standing or when being
transferred. Can be used generally in the home in areas where the
floor surface is potentially unsafe.

Dycem is non-toxic and can be cleaned with soapy water to retain
its properties. It is not effective when wet and must dry before use.
All Dycem can be autoclaved at 220°F (103°C).

PR40001 450mm x 600mm (18 x 24") BLUE

4 Bag For Tri Wheel
A strong and spacious, vinyl waterproof bag optional for the tri
wheel walker. Straps around the frame easily, zipper fastening ideal
for carrying shopping etc. Suitable for all Promedics Tri wheels.

PR30291

4
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Handy Bar
• Security

• Independence

• Mobility

• Confidence

• Injury Prevention

• Emergency Escape

• Universal Fit

• Convenient Size and Weight

• Non Slip Handle

• Patented, Engineered Design

The customer can get in and out of their vehicle easily and
comfortably with this strong simple device. The Handy Bar, with its
soft grip, non-slip handle for extra comfort and super strong forged
steel shaft, creates a safe, solid support handle where it is needed.
The Handy Bar fits the majority of vehicles with the “U” shaped
striker. The Handy Bar also incorporates a Seat Belt Cutter and
Glass Breaker to help leave a vehicle quickly and easily in the
event of an accident

The Handybar® inserts into the U-shaped striker plate on your
vehicle door frame. The U-shaped striker plate is one of the
strongest parts of the vehicle and is designed to keep your vehicle
door closed in the event of a side-impact collision. There is a striker
on each of the vehicle’s door pillars allowing the Handybar® to be
used on both driver and passenger side-doors.

PR40013

EXCLUSIVE

TO PROMEDICS

Max
user
weight 

158
kg

25
st
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2 Roll Up Wheel Chair Ramp
Aluminium in construction, portable and simple to use quickly
makes stairs accessible.

Max
weight
Capacity 

400
kg

63
st

Max
user
weight 

227
kg

36
st

1

2

1 Portable Ramps
These wheelchair ramps are designed to be portable, made from
anodized aluminium so they are light weight, complete with a carry
bag ideal for transporting.

Length 910mm (36 Qw ”)

Width 750mm (30”)

PR30298/B PR30299

Length 1.5m (5ft) 2.1m (7ft)

Width 230mm (9”) 266mm (10 Qw ”)

Depth 80mm (3”) 50mm (2”)

Carrying Wight 6.5kg (14lbs) 15.8kg

Max Load 200kg (29 stone) 400kg (63 stone)

Suitable For: Wheelchairs Wheelchairs
Mini Scooters All Scooters

PR30297
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Aids to daily living


